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Women in this town led by Penelope Barker in 1774 resolved to boycott British imports. It is an example of early and
influential activism by women.

Mrs. Penelope Barker/President of
the Edenton Tea Party of 1774
[3]On October 25, 1774, 51 women in Edenton resolved to stop buying English
imports in support of the actions and resolutions of the First Provincial Congress. The women drew up resolves, declaring
their intention to boycott English tea and English cloth, a momentous step for colonists, who relied on tea and other British
goods. The women signed and mailed the document to England and the action has since became known as the Edenton
Tea Party. It was indeed a bold demonstration of patriotism from the ladies of Edenton.

An account of the event appeared in the Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser on January 16, 1775, along with a
drawing portraying the women in a less than flattering light. There has been much confusion about the Edenton Tea Party,
primarily because the event went unrecorded in North Carolina. It remained unknown until 1827, when a North Carolina
native naval officer purchased a rendering of the cartoon in a shop abroad. Following his discovery citizens tried to piece
together what they believed must have happened in Edenton in 1774.

One of the primary errors is the belief that there was, in fact, a party of 51 women gathered at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
King, a prominent member of the Edenton community. The King home was too small for such an assembly. The wording
of the resolution, too, does not indicate a gathering, but rather an agreement. There is no doubt, however, that the ladies
of Edenton sent the document to England in 1774, making the resolution among the first public political acts by women in
America. Penelope Barker, wife of Thomas Barker, treasurer of the Province of North Carolina played a key role in
organizing the resolution.
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A teapot mounted on a Revolutionary era cannon just off the green in front of the 1767 Chowan County Courthouse
commemorates the Edenton Tea Party and the local chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution is named for it.
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